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Simple, Powerful Project and Portfolio Management 
Software for Today’s Workplace

“Eclipse PPM has allowed us 
to centralize the management 
of our IT portfolio, and given 
us a way to standardize how 
we execute projects. It
has provided a view into 
resource allocation, which 
has helped tremendously 
to balance resources 
across the organization. 
We look forward to rolling 
out additional features
in 2016, and are excited 
about the possibilities.”

 ― Barinder Khurana, Director of 
PMO & VMO, Prosight Speciality 
Management Company, Inc.

Eclipse Project Portfolio Management software delivers a robust, 
cloud-based Project Portfolio Management solution that enables 
organizations to succeed and derive value quickly and efficiently.

Eclipse PPM focuses on three key areas: Portfolio Management, Project 
Management, and Resource Management. The solution focuses on improving 
project prioritization and execution, while improving communication and 
collaboration amongst stakeholders, project managers and resources. It also helps 
solve the challenge of delivering projects and operational services with constrained 
human resources.

Eclipse PPM has been successfully implemented in hundreds of organizations 
using the ‘keep it simple’ implementation approach. Eclipse PPM Implementation 
Consultants work with each organization to understand the process maturity level 
and develop an implementation plan that introduces change incrementally. As the 
Eclipse PPM adoption expands and the processes begin to improve and mature, 
Eclipse PPM can be rolled out to more and more users in the organization.

Benefits
� Simple to implement, use and support: Eclipse PPM was created with the end

user in mind. Management, Project Managers, and Resources can access Eclipse
quickly and easily. Organizations achieve success through easy adoption, making
Eclipse PPM a part of everyday processes.

� Leading edge technology: Eclipse PPM is an easy-to-use Rich Internet Application
(RIA). The RIA interface allows users to customize dashboards with the ease of
drag-and-drop technology, and edit project  nancials, schedule information, and
time tracking as if they were working in a spreadsheet.

� Low total cost of ownership: Eclipse PPM is hosted in a highly secure data
center. Enterprise-level security, combined with streamlined implementation
process and scalable licensing fees, results in low total cost of ownership for
organizations of all types and sizes.

https://uplandsoftware.com/eclipseppm


Dashboards

Track and investigate your entire portfolio from one place  
with our powerful and performant dashboards.

 � Highly configurable layouts and data panels

 � Advanced charting with drill-down functionality 
for deeper investigation

 � Tabular data can be grouped, sorted, and aggregated 
to meet your organizational reporting needs

Eclipse Home

One-stop landing page enables users to interact with time-
relevant work items without digging through the application.

 � Review and take action on your time-relevant work items 
from the “My Work” panel

 � Improve time-entry compliance by using the daily “Time 
Entry” panel

 � Collaborate with other users via the “Comments” panel

 � Get updates on activity using the “Activity Feed” panel 

Timesheets

Track and approve resource time at a granular 
level across projects and tasks.

 � Users can build a timesheet based on their scheduled work, 
and by adding other items on demand

 � Approvals can be configured per project or resource 
depending on your organizational requirements

 � Help management understand the time-entries by adding 
notes at the daily or weekly level

Resource Planning and Management

Effectively plan, allocate, and monitor resource demand 
and utilization across the entire project portfolio.

 � Build high-level resource plans using generic or actual 
resources, and perform “what-if” analysis before a detailed 
work plan is defined

 � Review, manage, and report on work plan allocations across 
the entire portfolio

 � Pivot data by project or resource to analyze from a project 
manager or resource manager perspective
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About Upland Software
Upland Software (NASDAQ: UPLD) is a leading provider of cloud-based Enterprise Work Management software. Our family of applications 
enables users to manage their projects, professional workforce and IT investments; automate document-intensive business processes; and 
effectively engage with their customers, prospects and community via the web and mobile technologies. With more than 2,500 customers and 
over 250,000 users around the world, Upland Software solutions help customers run their operations smoothly, adapt to change quickly, and 
achieve better results every day.
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